How to upgrade your spa using an in.stik!

Here are the steps to upgrade an in.xe, in.xm or any Y series packs using an in.stik.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Changing the software of the spa will erase the memory
so the clock, filtration, economy settings will be erased.
in.yj

1.a First check the low level
of the spa by powering
down the spa and then
back up. When the
pack boots-up, it shows
consecutively the software
number followed by the
software revision number
and the low level selected.
Make sure you remember
the low level, which you
will need at the end.
Then shut down the power
once again.

3. Apply power to the pack.
At that moment the pack
will upgrade itself with the
content of the in.stik. During
that time, the display of the
keypad will be blank or will
show the power-up Gecko
page on the in.k800/k500.

in.k800 & in.k500

in.yj communication connector

1.b First check the spa low
level by going into Settings
menu and then Electrical
configuration (in.k800) or
Config (in.k500). The low
level config. is indicated on
the field Low-Level Config
(in.k800) or Config #
(in.k500). Make sure you
remember the low level,
which you will need at the
end.

2. Insert the in.stik in the CO
connector.

in.ye & in.yt

in.ye & in.yt communication
connectors
in.xe

in.xe communication connector

Then shut down the
power.

4. Once the upgrade is
completed, the display of
the keypad will show low
level 1 “LL 1”or the
configuration selection
menu (in.k800/k500).
Do not select your low level
yet instead power down the
spa and remove the in.stik.
This step is really important.

5. Once the in.stik removed,
apply power to the spa,
it will return to the low
level selection menu by
itself. Select the same low
level you had prior to the
upgrade (step one).
Use the Up/Down keys to
select the desired value.

6. Then press the Program key
to confirm the selection.
Note: If the keypad does
not have the Program or
Filter key, use the Light key
instead.
Congratulations! You have
successfully upgraded
your spa!
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